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1 Why does migration happen?

Sometimes the simplest answer is the best: people leave their own home coun-
tries searching for a better life elsewhere.
Sociologists have set this problem under the ”pull-push model” that differenti-
ates between “push factors and pull factors”, which incentivize migrations.1

“Push factors” are negative aspects of the sending Country, while “pull factors”
are positive aspects of the receiving Country. Of course, these are not the sole
factors that affect this model: there are other factors, the “network” ones, like
travel costs, communication problems, business trends, etc.
Finally, there’s also a component of involuntary migration, caused by operations
like human trafficking.

Figure 1: Net migration rate in Europe, by region. The darker, the higher.
Image by Eurostat.

1Everett S. Lee, ”A Theory of Migration”, University of Pennsylvania, 1966.
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2 Which factors influence migration in Europe?

Let’s differentiate between external and internal migration.
Talking about external migration, the starting consideration is that Europe is
one of the wealthiest areas in the World and it is surrounded by less-developed
or war affected areas, like (Northern) Africa and Middle East. In such an en-
vironment, the “push and pull factors” are evident. Moreover, the geographic
proximity facilitates also clandestine flows, since it is not impossible to reach, by
boat, the coasts of Spain, Italy, Malta and Greece crossing the Mediterranean
Sea. Anyway, these clandestine cruises may be highly dangerous and tragic ac-
cidents may happen, like the one occurred in Lampedusa in November 2013.
Internal migration, on the other hand, is of course highly influenced by the ef-
fects of the belonging to the EU, like free labor market and free movement of
EU citizens. These factors have created internal migration flows of highly-skilled
workers towards the richest EU Countries (UK, Germany, and Scandinavia, fol-
lowing a South-North path) and flows of low-skilled workers from the poorest
EU Countries to others.
The long-lasting economical crisis that is hitting Europe since 2008 created a
new phenomenon: the “coming-back migration”, with migrants coming back to
their own home Countries since hosting Countries cannot offer anymore possi-
bilities of achieving better living conditions.2

Figure 2: Illegal border-crossing in 2013. Image by Frontex.

2Gürkan Çelik, ”Turkey pulls, The Netherlands pushes?”, turkishreview.org, 2011.
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3 Relation between migration and ageing of the
people of the hosting Country

This represents one of the most underestimated aspects regarding migration in
Europe. While the Countries which undergo incoming migration fluxes (nom-
inally the richest ones) are experiencing an increase of the average lifespan of
population and a negative demographic balance, migrants can invert the trend
since they have a positive demographic balance.
The aging of population has two main consequences: the need of paying re-
tirement contributions for a longer period plus the need of workers in the field
of the care of old people. The pension systems of many EU Countries foresee
funding by contributions taken from active workers.
Therefore, these systems would collapse in the moment in which there were
more retired than active workers; and this would be likely to happen without
the demographic benefits brought by migration.

Figure 3: Projected ratio between natural change and net migration. Image by
Eurostat; own highlighting of Finland’s and Italy’s position in the chart.
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4 Which should be EU’s role in the Mediter-
ranean sea?

As said before, the Mediterranean Sea sees fluxes of clandestine boats carrying
clandestine migrants who try to reach Europe landing in one of the European
Mediterranean Countries (Spain, Malta, Italy, Greece are the most affected by
this phenomenon). This situation may lead us to think that migration in the
Mediterranean should be something up only to the hit Countries, but it is not
possible to approach the problem in this way for several reasons:

� EU spirit is to share not only benefits, but also challenges, among EU
member countries;

� one of the responsibilities of EU is to ensure peace and safety, and possibly
to play a leading role in the Euro-Asian area;

� Many migrants that land in the South are asylum seekers in the Northern
Countries or are anyway interested in finally reaching these Countries; and
they will try to accomplish that goal. Therefore, migration interests more
or less all of EU Countries, even if not directly.

Adding that the Mare Nostrum has been the graveyard for thousands of mi-
grants (around 23’000 between 2000 and 20133) and recalling European aspi-
ration of being a model of social security and peace, it appears clean thath
EU has to develop a common approach to the issue of migration through the
Mediterranean Sea.

Figure 4: Mediterranean migration routes. Image by BBC.

3[it] Immigrazione: 23 mila morti in 13 anni, ansa.it
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http://www.ansa.it/sicilia/notizie/speciali/2014/03/31/immigrazione-23-mila-morti-in-13-anni_c6a95bee-f8e6-4940-a0fc-96be3a8c7b8c.html


5 Should there be a European approach on
questions related to migration?

As shown so far, the issues related to migration are so ample that it is not
possible to think that they should be tackled at a national level. This is true
not only for migration-related problems, but also for economical, social and
environmental matters: in the globalized world, national States may be too
small to compete with big actors like USA, China, India, Russia and Brazil. The
”Kyoto protocol” and Conferences of the Parties (COPs) on global warming are
a good example: EU Countries, talking separately, were not able to obtain the
desired results from partners like USA and China.
Coming back to migration, we can focus on some main fileds in which a EU-
based shared policy would improve the current situation:

� a common asylum policy would work better than the better one, based
on the ”Dublin II” regulation that foresees that the asylum request must
be processed in the entering EU Country and that a contingent new re-
ceiving EU Country, chosen by the seeker, has the right to send back
the seeker to the entering Country (and anyway, only 25% of transfer re-
quested by seekers are accomplished). Moreover, any EU Country has its
own asylum policy, creating imbalances and asymmetries. EU is the first
destination for asylum seekers in the World;

� a common policy on social dumping would guarantee social security
and higher standards for both migrant and local workers. In the well-
known “Laval case”, the European Court of Justice established that the
Latvian enterprise could not be forced to pay its Latvian workers according
to Swedish collective agreements just because Sweden defined minimal
wages thanks to agreements and not thanks to laws – thus the weakness
came from the Swedish legislation.4 A EU-based law would fill these
blanks;

� a common external safeguard policy, strictly connected to a common
foreign policy and to a commn defense policy, would improve common
efforts towards the control of EU external borders. Frontex could be a
good starting point, but the lack of a real common defense and foreign
policy caused a lack of efficiency and also some disputes on its methods5.

Figure 5: World’s areas by incoming asylum seekers. Image by BBC.

4”Laval case”, eurofond.europa.eu
5”NGO Statement on International Protection”, UNHCR, 2008.
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http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/;ELX_SESSIONID=dT73TQ1WyzQn2ztX116LSr1SphzzTyQDvhGXbBV2n3PCJGkDdQQM!1732061821?uri=CELEX:32003R0343
http://frontex.europa.eu/
http://www.eurofound.europa.eu/areas/industrialrelations/dictionary/definitions/lavalcase.htm
http://wayback.archive.org/web/20080705191639/http://icmc.net/pdf/unhcr_stancom_08_ngo_stmt.pdf


6 Youth approach to migration

In these times of economical crisis, thinking about ”migration and youth” equals
to thinking about ”brain drain” as effect of the economical crisis that is hitting
Europe since 2008, with Southern European Countries facing unprecedented
youth unemployment rates (in 2012, more than 35% for Italy and Portugal and
more than 50% for Spain and Greece) that caused a severe mass-emigration
of young educated people towards other European Countries like Germany,
Switzerland or United Kingdom: in 2012, 10’520 Italians registered as living
in the first, 8’906 in the second and 7’520 in the latter.6

In this framework of unemployment and lacking opportunities, many young
people could perceive immigration to their Country as a threat to their future,
because a net migration rate would bring more people for one job position, de-
creasing job opportunities for locals. This feeling is spread in all over Europe:
2009 Eurobarometer revealed that people afraid of unemployment caused by im-
migrants fluctuated from the 30% of Finns and Swedes to the 90% of Cypriots
(EU’s average was just below 50%, same data as Italy). Some studies instead
showed that there is a negative correlation between unemployment and immi-
gration, since immigration causes net employment and an overall increasing of
unemployment deters immigration.7

Figure 6: Youth unemployment rates in 2007 and in 2012. Image by OECD;
own highlighting of Finland’s and Italy’s position in the chart.

6[it] “In Italia nel 2012 boom di giovani emigrati. [...]”, ilfattoquotidiano.it
7P. Fargues, ”Is what we hear about migration really true?”, EUI, 2014.
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http://www.ilfattoquotidiano.it/2013/04/06/emigrati-cervelliinfuga-estero-lavoro/553900/
http://cadmus.eui.eu/bitstream/handle/1814/31731/MPC_2014_FARGUES.pdf?sequence=1


7 A (young) Italian’s perspective

Living in Italy nowadays means being exposed to debates on migration carried
by media, politicians, public opinion under several points of view:

� too many Italians are forced to emigrate. As said, numbers about young
Italians forced to leave Italy to go elsewhere to find a job are alarming.
”Home, sweet home”: leaving the fatherland is always a pain and giving
the opportunity to choose whether leaving or not would be fair. But in
order to get such conditions, the crisis must come to an end;

� too many immigrants come to Italy every year. That is not a problem
in itself but, as showed previously, there are many prejudices about the
social impact of migrants that involve great part of the local population,
not only about job-related issues, but also regarding strictly social aspects,
like crime rates: foreigners are often seen as a menace. This situation leads
to social tensions that actually cause problems;

� too many immigrants die in the Mediterranean. When hundreds of men
and women die, as happened in Lampedusa last October, the question
raises everywhere: ”how can we stop that?”

My answer to all of these matters is the same: we need a European approach.
Not only in the ruling of migration or in the controlling of borders.
The world is globalized, economies are linked, and therefore the economical crisis
has international origins. And the economical relaunch must have international
roots. My opinion is that we can overcome prejudices, thus preventing social
tensions, thanks to education; and that we can relaunch the economy thanks to
higher education, research and development. In any case, massive investments
on the education and research fields are necessary and they can be more effective
if done at EU level. The education and job market are nowadays EU-based, and
more and more integrated they need to be for the future. In order to fund such
investments, EU should have more own resources (nowadays, EU budget is ≈ 1%
of EU’s GDP8, while USA’s one corresponds to ≈ 20% 9) funded by ”federal”
incomes like the emission of project bonds, or the collection of ”carbon tax” or
”Tobin tax”.
These are more or less the same requests promoted by a European Citizens’
Initiative (ECI) called [a] ”New Deal for Europe”, signable till next March.
A New Deal for Europe: it’s exactly what we need in order to progress towards
a better future for Europe and for the World, altogether.

8”Budget”, europa.eu
9”The 2014 Long-Term Budget Outlook”, cbo.gov
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http://www.newdeal4europe.eu/en/
http://europa.eu/pol/financ/index_en.htm
http://cbo.gov/publication/45471
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